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Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited (TSE:4502/NYSE:TAK) (Takeda) today announced the completion of its previously announced sale of Cheplapharm's portfolio of selected prescription products totaling $562 million USD1. The portfolio includes 16 prescription drugs, mostly in Europe, which is part of Takeda's business division in Europe and Canada. This dive agreement
was first announced in September 2020. Locate Bio, an orthobiological company focused on regenerative medicine, is pleased to announce the appointment of Keith Valentine as non-executive chairman of the board with immediate effect gained. Keith joins more than 30 years of experience in the orthopedic industry, covering various leadership and leadership positions in
marketing, development and operations. Jose Mourinho was brought to Spurs to win silver - the club last won the trophy 13 years ago - and this competition presents his best opportunity since being appointed 14 months ago. Brentford will not prove any aftershocks, however, and will be relieved without reaching the last four of the League Cup and will be hoping to translate their
league form without losing in any competition since October. The Tottenham vs Brentford match is scheduled for kick-off at 7.45pm GMT on Tuesday, 5 January 2020. (Bloomberg) - Investors want to see more parts of the geopolitical fall of the Middle East puzzle into place before they give bonds in the region a fresh lift. The annual meeting of the Gulf Cooperation Council in
Saudi Arabia on Tuesday raises hopes for a th away between Qatar on the one hand, and Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt on the other. Saudi Arabia said it would open its land, air and sea borders with Qatar on Monday evening ahead of the meeting, dramatically easing a years-long diplomatic rift. However, the market impact of a full recovery of ties
can be muted, as investors focus on bigger concerns, including U.S. President-elect Joe Biden's stance on key allies in the region, and escalating tensions between Washington and Tehran.Any move to remedy the standoff would only be marginally positive for the region's debt markets, said Mohiddin Kronfall, Dubai's chief investment officer for the Middle East and North Africa.
While it is clearly welcome news to see a convergence of some kind between GCADCP members, this is perhaps one of the less influential geopolitical pressure points facing the region, he said in an interview with Bloomberg Television. It will take time to convince the market that trust has been restored. Here's how investors are considering a potential easing in the Qatari rift:
Mohammad Axan, managing director of rates and fixed income at Mashreq Bank in Dubai This is a positive step and predicted for more than a month. This will benefit with GCC trading and travel, secondary bond prices have already adjusted to a potential resolution, and therefore I don't see any major step in this developmentThis is positive for the new issue market, as regional
investors will again get involved in the sale of bondsAbdul Kadir Hussain, Dubai's head of fixed income asset management at Arqaam CapitalIf the Qatari problem gets a solution, it will simply increase , I do not expect muchAny agreement to improve relations can fuel a small bounce in GCC bondsIf you do not get a rapprochement, and you get increased rhetoric against Iran,
then you can get a small drop in the price. My positioning doesn't give the summit much importance - it's dictated more by the vaccine and global GDP factors by Sergiy Dergachev, Union Investment Privatfonds GmbH cash manager in Frankfurt: Positive news from the summit will certainly support risky sentiment for the RSC issuer and possibly lead to a slight tightening of the
spread, but I don't expect huge spikes in bond pricesSaudi Arabia , Qatar, Abu Dhabi will probably also seek to sell more debt in the first quarter of the yearJoys Matthew , Head of Equity Research at United Securities in Muscat: Markets should take this positively, if the Gulf states ease their dispute We are looking at Saudi consumer companies getting the lost market reopened,
Qatari logistics and transport companies saving on travel time and fuel costs , and UAE real estate companies are likely to benefit from new investments Companies include Saudi Arabia's Almarai Co., Qatar's Al Meera Consumer Goods Co. QSC and Milaha Looks like that there is some pre-positioning on these lines in the market since rumors became stronger last month. No
deal could disappoint these investorsAmjad Ahmad, director of the Washington initiative of the Atlantic Council EmpowerMEA selection of conflicts is a crucial building block to attract investment to attract much-needed economic diversification across the Persian Gulf, especially for Saudi ArabiaIn light of economic decline and the mounting debt of the ACA countries, this deal
could not have come at a better time (Mashreq Bank and Atlantic Council comments) For more , please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most reliable source of business news.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Hong Kong's outgoing top judge issued a request on Tuesday to preserve judicial independence as Chinese state media and a growing number of proBeijing figures call for an overhaul of how financial hub courts operate. Jürgen Klopp has questioned Manchester United's penalty record after being left confused by Liverpool's failure to win a spot-kick against Southampton. The champions lost 1-0 in on Monday, former player Danny Ings scored two minutes before Saints relatively comfortably spent Liverpool at bay. Klopp
watched Georginio Wijnaldum's shot from inside the box was blocked by Jack Stevens' hand before Kyle Walker-Peters went unpunished after knocking down Sadio Mané in the penalty area. Press release - Paris, January 5, 2021patricia Huyghues Despointes has been appointed as CFO of SMCPSMCP, the parent company of the Sandro, Maje, Claudie Pierlot and De Fursac
brands, delighted to announce the appointment of Patricia Huygues Despointes as group CFO, after more than 15 years within LVMH Group. In this role, Patricia Guegues Depoint joins the SMCP executive committee. Daniel Lalonde, CEO of SMCP, said: I am pleased to welcome Patricia to the Group's Executive Committee as CFO. During her extensive career, she led financial
functions and teams, contributing to the success of many Fashion &amp; Luxury brands. Her excellent knowledge of our environment and its financial expertise are the main assets that will contribute to the success of our Group as we enter a new chapter in our history. Patricia Guigues Despointes joins SMCP after more than 15 years in the LVMH group. Patricia has been
Givenchy's CFO for more than four years, executing her strategy alongside the management team, leading the finance, IT, legal and audit teams. Prior to that, she led fashion &amp; Leather Goods' financial control team for more than five years, consisting of fifteen brands. Patricia first joined LVMH's corporate finance team in 2004, participating in key projects in funding, taxation
and acquisitions. At the age of 44, Patricia is a graduate of Hec and Sciences Po Paris and has a DESCF (diploma in accounting and financial research).
SMCP SMCP is a global player in the affordable luxury market with four unique Parisian brands: Sandro, Maje, Claudie Pierlot and De Fursac. Currently in 41 countries, SMCP is a fast-growing company that reached
an interim result of 1 billion euros in sales in 2018. The group consists of a network of more than 1,500 stores worldwide plus a strong digital presence in all key markets. Evelyn Chetrite and Judith Milgrom founded Sandro and May in Paris, in 1984 and 1998 respectively, and continue to provide creative direction for brands. Claudy Pierlot and De Fursaq were respectively acquired
by SMCP in 2009 and 2019. SMCP is listed in the regulated Euronext Paris market (compartment A, ISIN Code FR0013214145, timer: SMCP). INVESTOR CONTACTS/SMCP PRESS OFFICE
d'Everlange Hugues Boëton Tristan Roquet Montegon+33 (0) 1 55 80 51 00 +33 (0) 1 53 96 83 83 celia.deverlange@smcp.com
smcp@brunswickgroup.com Attachments * Press Release - SMCP - Appointment Patricia Huygues DespointesOn the number of deaths, Coronavirus-related in South Korea passed 1,000 on Tuesday, while a number of gym owners said they would reopen in protest against strict social distancing rules. After using aggressive testing and tracing to dull several previous waves of
coronavirus without common lockdowns, South Korea has introduced increasingly vivid social distancing rules as it tries to stem its biggest wave yet. The Korean Agency for Disease Control and Prevention (KDCA) reported 28 new deaths and 715 new cases, with a total of 1,007 deaths and 64,979 cases overall. It may not be a cyclone anymore, but the weather system
hammering North and Far North Queensland continues. Australian Associated PressCaptain Kane Williamson put New Zealand in a commanding position on the on day three in the second Test against Pakistan with a double century. Australian Associated PressFirefighters in Western Australia continue to battle a major fire north of Perth that publishes a threat to local
communities. Toyota Racing Series has lost approval to use guided insulators to bring overseas drivers to New Zealand. PRESS RELEASEFirst U.S. patient implanted in dream pivotal IDE study, with Genio® system to treat obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) DREAM is a key study, Device Investigations Investigation Study (IDE), designed to support marketing authorization in the
United Statesmont-Saint-Hibert, Belgium – January 5, 2021 - Nyxoah S.A. (EBR: NYXH) (Nyxoah or Company), a healthcare company focused on developing and commercializing innovative solutions and services for the treatment of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), today announces the successful implantation of the first U.S. patient in a DREAM aid study. The implantation took
place at the Nose and Sinus Boca Raton Institute, Florida, and was performed by Dr. Melissa Hancock, a surgeon at Otolaryngology-Head & Neck. Dream NeRvE hypoglostal stimulation to treat obstructive sleep apnea) is key, a device exemption (IDE) study designed to support marketing authorization of the Genio® system in the United States. This multicenter, promising, open,
observational study will enroll 134 patients who will undergo the implantation procedure at up to 26 centers worldwide, including sites in the United States, Germany, Belgium and Australia. Dr. Melissa Hancock, an implant surgeon from the Boca Raton Institute for Nose and Sinus commented: We are very excited to be selected as the first center in the United States to implant
genio system in a patient to treat obstructive sleep apnea. Combining boca Raton's Nose and Sinus Institute with innovators at Nyxoah represents the collaboration of some of the most experienced surgeons in the United States, who today are treating nose and air problems with a team of brilliant international engineers. During this time, COVID-19 and virtual adaptation to
everything we do, the fact that we were able to communicate in real time during the procedure with other surgeons around the world who have extensive experience with this device made it a truly extraordinary and successful effort. Olivier Taelman, Nyxoah's chief executive, added: I am very proud that the Nyxoah team has reached another key lash despite all the challenges due
to the Covid-19 pandemic, and would like to congratulate Dr. Hancock and her team for implanting the first U.S. patient with the Genio system®. Allowing U.S. physicians to build their experience with the Genio® system, combined with the existing experience of other international surgeons involved in the DREAM study, supports Nyxoah's timeline for the pivotal closure of the IDE
study by the end of Q2 2021. \- ENDS -For more information, please contact:Nyxoah Milena Venkova, Corporate Communications Manager milena.venkova@nyxoah.com +32 490 11 93 57Pro Nyxoah Nyxoah - a healthcare company focused on developing and commercializing innovative solutions and services for the treatment of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). Nyxoah's leading
solution is the Genio® system, a proven CE, a patient-centered, hypoglossical next-generation neurostimulation therapy for OSA, the world's most common respiratory condition that is associated with an increased risk of mortality1 and comorbidities including cardiovascular disease, depression and stroke. Following the successful completion of the BLAST OSA trial in patients
with moderate to severe OSA, genio® system received its European CE Mark in 2019. The company is currently conducting BETTER SLEEP research in Australia and New Zealand to expand therapy readings, a key DREAM IDE study for FDA approval and a post-marketing study of EliSA in Europe to confirm the long-term and the effectiveness of ® Genio. For more information,
please visit www.nyxoah.com. Attention – The CoE has been noted since 2019. Investigative device in the United States. Limited by U.S. federal law to investigate use in the United States. * **1 Young T. and others: Sleep breathing disorders and mortality: Eighteen-year-old following Wisconsin sleep cohort, sleep. 2008, August 1; 31(8): 1071–1078.The Associated
PressInvestors' Australian rally helped the ASX close little has changed as they bet on which industries can thrive ahead of key US elections for Joe Biden.After an unprecedented campaign that mobilized Donald Trump and his White House successor Joe Biden, Georgians will rise to the polls on Tuesday for two vigilantes. Australian Associated PressIndonesia is set to release
alleged mastermind of the 2002 Bali bombings Abu Bakar Bashir from prison on Friday, despite concerns from Australia.Alibaba Group will close its music streaming platform Xiami Music next month, in a move that marks a step backwards from its ambitions to push for China's entertainment industry. Due to operational tweaks, we will stop Xiami Music service, the Chinese ecommerce giant's online music arm said tuesday on its Weibo account, adding that the closure will take place on February 5. Alibaba acquired the music service in 2013 and has invested millions of yuan to compete in China's online music market, which is dominated by Tencent Holdings.ALLSCHWIL, SWITZERLAND, January 05, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) - Polyphor AG (SIX:
POLN) announced today that Gokhan Batur, chief executive, will participate in a panel discussion at the 10th annual LifeSci Partners Corporate Access Event on Thursday, January 7 from 8:00 a.m. Eastern Standard Time. The panel is called Separation of wheat from chaff: the most promising new cancer goals in development. Investors can pre-register for the event here. Polyfor
is currently conducting phase III FORTRESS trials with ballisticsafortide, a powerful and selective CXCR4 antagonist, in patients with HER2 negative, locally recurrent, or metastatic breast cancer. Data on the key primary endpoint of the FORTRESS, the progression of free survival (PFS) in the total population, are scheduled for the 4th quarter of 2021. Analysis of objective
response indicator (ORR) in relevant patients on the third and later lines of chemotherapy is planned for the 2nd quarter of 2021.For more information, please contact:For investors:Hernan Levett Chief Financial Officer Of Polyphor Ltd. +41 61 567 16 00 IR@polyphor.comMary-An Chang LifeSci Advisors Tel: +44 7483 284 853 mchang@lifesciadvisors.com For media: Bernhard
Schmid LifeSci Advisors +41 44 447 12 21 About Polyfor Polyfor is a research-driven clinical stage, the Swiss Biopharmaceutical Company detection and development of first-class molecules in oncology and antimicrobial resistance using the company's leading technology platform for macrocyclic peptides. Polyphorus advances balixafortide (POL6326) in phase 3 of the study in
combination with eribulin in patients with advanced breast cancer and studying its potential in other cancer indications. In addition, it has detected and developed anti-icing protein targeting of antibiotics (OMPTA). OMPTA is potentially the first new class of antibiotics in clinical development in the past 50 years against gram-dehydrated bacteria. The company's leading OMPTA
program is the inhaled formulation of murepavadin for the treatment of Pseudomonas aeruginosa infections in patients with cystic fibrosis. Polyphor is based in Allschwil near Basel and has been alarmed by the six Swiss Exchange (SIX: POLN). For more information, please visit www.polyphor.com.Disclaimer This press release contains forward-looking statements that are based
on the current assumptions and projections of Polyfor's management. Known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors can lead to significant differences between the forward-looking statements made here and the actual development, including the results of Polyfor, financial position and efficiency. Readers are cautioned not to rely on forward-looking statements that say
only the date of this communication. Polyphor discerns any intention or obligation to update and revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. BOUSSARD &amp;amp; GAVAUDAN HOLDING LIMITED Звичайні акції Директори Boussard &amp; Gavaudan Holding Limited хотіли б оголосити наступну інформацію для
компанії.Закрити бізнес 04 січ 2021.Estimated NAV Євро АкціїСтерлінг Акції Оцінений NAV € 26.1333 £ 22.9436 Орієнтовний прибуток MTD 0,73 % 0,73 % Оціночної рентабельності за рік 0,73 % 0,73 % Оціночної рентабельності ІДД 161,33 % 129,44 % NAV та повертає розраховується за вирахування плати за управління та продуктивністьМаркет
інформаціяEuro SharesAmsterdam (AEX)London (LSE) Ринок Закрити € 20,10 Н/А Преміум/знижка до оціночної NAV -23,09 %N/A Стерлінг АкціїAmsterdam (AEX)Лондон (LSE) Ринок CloseN/AGBX 1,800.00 Преміум/знижка до оціночних NAVN/A -21,55 % Операції у власних цінних паперах, придбаних у скарбницюOrdinary Акції Євро АкціїСтерлінг Акції Номер
акційN/AN/A Середня цінаN/AN/A Діапазон priceN/AN/A Угода про підвищення ліквідностіEuro SharesSterling Кількість акційN/AN/A Середня цінаN/AN/A BGHL CapitalBGHL Звичайні акціїЕуро Акції outstanding 13,493 269,294 494 are held in Shares issued on 13 779 703 294 494 Approximate fund BG NAVClass B Euro Promotions (estimated to be)€220.0257 BG Fund
Class B shares are not subject to investment manager fees as the investment manager receives management fees and a performance fee in respect of his role as BGHL investment manager. For more information, please contact: Boussard &amp;; Gavaudan Investment Management, LLP. Emmanuel Gawadane +44 (0) 20 3751 5389 Email: info@bgam-uk.comCompany set up
as a closed investment company living in Guernsey. The company received the necessary approval from the Guernsey Financial Services Commission and the Guernsey Board of State Policy. The company is registered with the Dutch Financial Markets Authority as a joint investment scheme under Article 2:73 in conjunction with the 2:66 Dutch Financial Supervision Act (Wet op
het financieel toezicht). The Company's shares (Promotions) are listed on Euronext Amsterdam. The shares are also listed on the British Listing's Official List and admitted to trading on the main market of London Stock Exchange plc for listed securities. This is not an offer to sell or err any offer to buy any securities in the United States or in any other jurisdiction. This
announcement is not intended or part of any offer or invitation to purchase any securities or request of any vote or approval in any jurisdiction, nor will there be any sale, release or transfer of securities specified in this announcement in any jurisdiction, contrary to applicable law. Neither the Company nor the BG Fund ICAV were, nor will it be registered under the U.S. Investment
Company Act of 1940, as amended (the Investment Company Act). In addition, securities referenced to this announcement were not and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (Securities Act). Consequently, any such securities may not be offered, sold or otherwise transferred within the United States or to the account or benefit of American
persons, except when under the Securities Act or exemption from them and under circumstances that would not require the issuer of such securities to register under the Investment Company Act. No public offering of any securities will be made in the United States. You should always keep in mind that: * all investments are at risk; * results in the past are not guarantees of future
results; * BGHL investment performance may also go down. You cannot return all your original investments; and * if you doubt the content of this notice or if you believe you are making an investment decision, you are advised to seek expert financial advice. This message is only information goals information contained in this communication should not be relied upon as a
substitute for financial or other professional advice. Attachment * Daily NAV - BgHL_04.01.2021(Share repurchase in accordance with the Company's Incorporeation Articles on the basis of Provisions of Article 459-1-1 of the Company's Law of Japan)KYOTO, Japan, January 05, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Nidec Corporation (TSE: 6594; OTC US: NJDCY( The Company)
today announced the status of the Company's own share buyback under the current buyout plan settled at the Board meeting held on January 23, 2020, and February 8, 2020 under Article 459, paragraph 1, paragraph 1 of the Japan Company Act. Details are as follows:Details of share buyback 1\. Period of repurchase of own shares: from December 1, 2020 to December 31,
2020 2\. Class of shares: General shares 3\. Number of own shares redeemed: 0 4\. Total redemption: 0 yenNote: The above redemption information was prepared on the basis of a trading date. Reference A) The following details were resolved by the Board of Directors of the Company on January 23, 2020 and February 8, 2020: 1\. Class of shares: General shares 2\. Total
number of shares that can be repurchased: up to 8,000,000 shares (1.36% of the total issued shares excluding Treasury stock) 3\. Total redemption: 50 billion yen 4\. Redemption period: From January 24, 2020 to January 22, 2021B) The total number and yen of own shares are redeemed from January 24, 2020 to December 31, 2020 in pursuance of the aforementioned Board of
Directors Resolution: 1\. The total number of own shares repurchased: 2 850 200 2\. Total redemption: 18,527,768,000 yenContact: Masahiro Nagayasu General Investor Relations Manager +81-75-935-6140 ir@nidec.com ir@nidec.com
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